Nathan Cohen Papers (Microfilm)

Inventory

8 reels, positive, 35 mm.
(Special Collections, FILM C6785)

Reel 1: Correspondence, 1970-71

Lectures delivered at York University, 1970-71
Radio scripts, 1948-51, including C.B.C. Across the Footlights (later became The Theatre Week), Critically Speaking, and C.J.B.C. Views the Shows.

Reel 2: Radio Scripts, 1951-59, C.J.B.C. Views the Shows

Reel 3: Radio Scripts, 1965-68, C.B.C. Assignment

Reel 4: Radio Scripts

C.B.C. Assignment, 1968-71
C.J.F.M., Nathan Cohen’s Toronto, 1965


Reel 6: Radio Scripts, 1968-71, C.K.F.M., Standby, etc.

Magazine, The Critic, 1950-54
Programs, 1947-8, chiefly Royal Alex, Hart House, New Play Society.

Reel 7: Programs, 1948-70, chiefly Toronto

Reel 8: Programs, 1970-71, including alternate theatres in Toronto, etc.

Scrapbook, 1946-49, Jewish news items and some theatrical clippings
Scrapbook, 1970-71, Nathan Cohen’s articles in the Toronto Daily Star
Selections from Nathan Cohen’s papers. Originals retained by Library and Archives Canada.
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